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Unit status: I am fine.  No damage to my components, and my cpu is unharmed.  Hunky dory,
as I would have said before the upload.  Compared to a flesh vessel, my current body can 
withstand a number of blows.  But, the rain still burns.

Item #55F3 status: not optimal.  Had I still the ability to, I would panic.  The item's 
contents are in danger.  While I have no exact data, I seem to recall a similar situation that 
applied to myself from before my conversion to full automaton.

Unit status revisited: mild lapses in memory.  Corrupted data processor?  Possible kernel 
panic?  Flashes of unclear data appear.  Hospital beds.  Withered body.  I perform a quick re-
calibration, stabilizing my self.  All is well.  Six down.  The company will not tolerate the 
loss of a seventh.

Terrain analysis: a flat desert wasteland, its sand turned paper white from the blazing sun 
around which this world orbits, although said sun is currently hidden behind dark rain clouds.
The rain hits the bent wings of the vessel's wreckage.  The sounds of small percussions that 
hit hyper-enhanced steel echo through the vessel's broken frame.  Rain hitting the surface, an 
orchestra of fluid impacting the solid mass.  The major difference being that standard rain 
does not slowly melt the hull of the ship with a corrosive acidic touch.

Mission status: at 08:37 Standard Earth Time, the cargo ship on which I operate as a 
delivery unit crash landed 227 KM from its final destination point, ravaged by an unexpected 
downpour of the acid rains of System DMK-7 during atmospheric entry.  Mission is delayed. 

Crew status: other than myself, the entire crew of ANT-DK-bots has been rendered 
inoperative by the impact, deactivated after heavy damage from the impact with the surface 
and, in one case, after decapitation by decorative plate.  They were not fortunate to have been
shielded by a cargo box.  Death had, despite their transcendence from human to DK bodies, 
still caught up with them.

Company fiscal status: six decommissioned ANT-DK-bots due to mission irregularity has 
left the Oberon corp. with a significant financial loss of 0.00001935%.  My survival is 
imperative if Oberon is to avoid a second recruitment drive of transcendence applicants, 
which would further strain their account with an unacceptable loss of 0.00002150%.

Cargo status: non-essential C-level cargo (consisting of replacement construction 
materials, small M7 bolts and coffee packs) was jettisoned during the crash in an attempt to 
stabilize the vessel.  No great loss, though I assume many of the occupants of the base will be
displeases with the eventual dearth in caffeine.  Essential B-level cargo has been placed out 
of the rain's reach in the cargo hold, and can be retrieved at a later point.  But it is the damage
to the batteries of item #55F3, an Oberon® Cryo-Cylinder containing a functional human 
heart, that is of far greater concern.  Its delivery is now priority mission one.
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